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additive to other strong augmentation methods. More details on our M2F experiments can
be found in supplementary. As seen on the last row of Table 4, our eventual model trained
with OC&P outperforms PoSeg [35], the current SOTA on OCHuman. The performance on
OCHumanFL doubles that of Pose2Seg [34] as well. The model architectures of Pose2Seg
& PoSeg were specially designed to tackle occlusions, and ExPoSeg even utilises a high-
performance external pose estimation model. M2F is a generic instance segmentation model,
but is able to outperform both models just by training with OC&P — this shows the potential
of such data-centric approaches. For completeness of comparison, we also include results
from our training runs with Simple Copy-Paste [12] (details in section 2) instead of OC&P
and show that OC&P still outperforms the simpler augmentation method.

Model External
Pose Model

Modelled for
Occlusion

OCHuman OCHumanFL

AP val AP test AP val AP test

Pose2Seg§ [34] - - 22.8+ 22.9+

+ Occlusion C&P (ours) 3 3 - - 25.3+ 25.1+

Mask R-CNN§ [19]
7 7

14.9 14.9 24.5 24.9
Mask R-CNN† 16.5 16.6 27.0 27.4
+ Occlusion C&P (ours) 19.5 18.6 30.6 29.9
PoSeg (JoPoSeg) [35] 7 3 25.8? 26.4? - -
PoSeg (ExPoSeg) 3 26.4? 26.8? - -
Mask2Former§ [6] 25.9 25.4 43.2 44.7
Mask2Former† 26.7 26.3 45.2 46.4
+ Simple Copy-Paste [12] 28.0 27.7 48.9 50.2
+ Occlusion C&P (ours)

7 7
28.9 28.3 49.3 50.6

Table 4: OC&P improves AP across the board and achieves SOTA performance on OCHuman.
| §: pre-trained models | †: models from our baseline vanilla training

? Directly referenced from paper as no code is published
+ An exhaustively-labelled OCHumanFL is important for fair evaluation in Pose2Seg. Evaluating on

OCHumanFL allow us to closely reproduce results reported in [34].

5 Conclusion
All in all, we propose a novel use of copy & paste augmentation to tackle the difficult
problem of same-class occlusion in instance segmentation. From Basic Copy & Paste, we
experimented with various add-ons: we found realism enhancements are mostly counter-
productive, but targeted pasting & augmented pasting improves performance through in-
creased efficiency and variability in augmentation. The eventual Occlusion Copy & Paste
augmentation takes these elements and we show that it is interoperable with SOTA instance
segmentation models, significantly improving performance on occluded scenarios for “free”,
without any additional data or labels. Even without explicit architectural design to tackle oc-
clusions, we outperform the SOTA on OCHuman by simply applying our Occlusion Copy
& Paste on a generic SOTA instance segmentation model. This demonstrates the potential
of data-centric approaches. A key benefit of our approach is that it is easily applied with any
models or other model-centric improvements. Given the speed at which the deep learning
field moves, it is to everyone’s advantage to have approaches that are highly interoperable
with every other aspect of training. We leave as future work to integrate this with model-
centric improvements to effectively solve occluded person instance segmentation.
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the rest of the realism enhancements actually caused performance to drop. The argument
against realism enhancements is the trade-off with the scope of augmentation variability.
Implementing realism means imposing a more restrictive scope on how varied pasting can
be: Scale-aware pasting restricts variability on sizes of pasted instances. Using better qual-
ity masks may actually help, but in this case, using LVIS for better quality masks means
fewer human instances to copy from. Variability of pasted instances is more important than
quality of instances. Random blending does perform slightly better on the validation set,
but the slight improvement does not justify the increase of about 20% in training time due
to significant computation in blending operations. Our findings that realism enhancements
are generally counter-productive corroborates with [12]. Moving on, we only preserve the
minimum pasting size control for Occlusion Copy & Paste.

4.4.3 Efficacy of targeted pasting & instance augmentation

One potential downside of Basic Copy & Paste was that training time increases with a greater
number of pasted instance due to the sequential pasting of instances. This downside is mini-
mized with targeted pasting (described in section 3.2). As seen on Table 3, targeted pasting
improves the efficiency of pasting such that we achieve the very good performance at low
Rpaste of [1,3]. In fact, at higher pasting number with targeted pasting, performance im-
provements are not as obvious and even starts to drop, possibly due to over-cluttering around
a local region. Targeted pasting allows us to achieve high performance with less pasted in-
stances and consequentially, shorter training duration. We also observe that augmented past-
ing (described in section 3.2) further pushes the performance on OCHuman. Once again,
this demonstrates that more variability in augmentation helps with performance.

copy & paste add-ons AP val AP test

Basic C&P, Rpaste = [1,10] 18.6 17.8
+ Targeted 18.6 +0.0 18.2 +0.4
Basic C&P, Rpaste = [1,3] 17.9 17.5
+ Targeted 19.1 +1.2 18.0 +0.5
+ Targeted & Augm. Paste 19.2 +1.3 18.4 +0.9
+ Targeted, Augm. Paste & Min. Size 19.5 +1.6 18.6 +1.1

Table 3: Ablation on Targeted & Augmented Paste, tested on OCHuman

Our eventual Occlusion Copy & Paste (OC&P) is made out of the Basic Copy & Paste with
minimum pasting size control imposed, targeted pasting at a Rpaste of [1,3] and augmented
instance pasting.

4.5 Pushing the performance & SOTA
On Table 4, we show that OC&P is easily interoperable with any model: besides Mask
R-CNN (previously in sections 4.3 and 4.4), we trained OC&P with Pose2Seg [34] and
showed a significant ⇠10% improvement on OCHumanFL. Finally, we applied OC&P on
Mask2Former (M2F) [6], one of vastly different model architecture (see section 2), and push
the SOTA performance on instance segmentation task on the OCHuman benchmark. We use
M2F with Swin-S [26] backbone, follow their original training schemes and fine-tune on
our COCO training set — this includes Large Scale Jittering (LSJ) augmentation, which is a
strong augmentation first introduced in [12], which does random image resizing at a larger
range of [0.1,2.0], followed by fixed size cropping. This demonstrates that OC&P is also
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4.3 Baseline results
Firstly, we show on Table 1 that just training with our Basic Copy & Paste augmentation,
significant improvements over the pre-trained model & baseline vanilla trained model are
evident. With the same training settings as the baseline vanilla training, the model trained
additionally with Basic Copy & Paste outperforms across the board. Additionally, APperson
on COCO (mini 5k) validation set is also reported here to show that in getting better at
picking out occluded people, we do not sacrifice on the accuracy in normal cases.

Training Approach OCHuman OCHumanFL COCO
AP val AP test AP val AP test AP val

person

Pre-trained from [4] 14.9 14.9 24.5 24.9 47.5
Baseline vanilla training 16.5 16.6 27.0 27.4 48.7
+ Basic Copy & Paste (ours) 18.6 17.8 29.3 28.5 49.2

Table 1: Baseline comparisons with Basic Copy & Paste, tested on OCHuman

Further improvements are made after the ablation study in section 4.4 and the final results
are reported in section 4.5.

4.4 Ablation study

[1,3] [4,6] [7,10] [11,15] [16,20]
Number of Pasted Instances
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Figure 4: Effect of number of pasted instances
on AP, tested on OCHuman

In this section, we step through experiments
in our ablation study to further tailor our
eventual Occlusion Copy & Paste for the
best performance.

4.4.1 Number of pasted instances
We study how number of pasted instances
affect the performance of the trained model.
The results are plotted out on Figure 4. When there are too little pasted instances, there is
little chance of occlusion occurring which contributes to poorer performance. On the other
hand, when there are too many pasted instances, performance drops possibly due to over-
cluttering affecting learning. Optimal Rpaste is [4,6] for Basic Copy & Paste.

copy & paste add-ons AP val AP test

Basic Copy & Paste 18.6 17.8
Minimum Pasting Size 18.8 18.5
Minimum Pasting Size + Scale Aware 18.2 -0.6 18.2 -0.3
Minimum Pasting Size + Better Quality Mask 18.4 -0.4 18.0 -0.5
Minimum Pasting Size + Blend (Fixed) 18.6 -0.2 17.9 -0.6
Minimum Pasting Size + Blend (Random) 19.0 +0.2 18.4 -0.1

Table 2: Ablation on realism enhancers, tested on OCHuman

4.4.2 Realism enhancement experiments

Next, we experimented on the effects of the various realism enhancements described in sec-
tion 3.3. As seen on Table 2, imposing minimum pasting size led to a slight improvement —
not pasting tiny instances which are not meaningful for the model to predict and learn from,
does help the model to learn slightly better. However, beyond that, we see that in general,
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